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Kimpton Fitzroy

Brøchner Hotels unveils its conversion of a
transformer station in the heart of Copenhagen

The unconventional hotelier on his journey
from mountain to paddy field to savannah

The country’s leading designers
usher a British institution into a new era

Kimpton Fitzroy
LONDON

Ushering a British institution into the modern era, a team of the country’s
leading designers and architects update the past with a series of refined
contemporary touches.
Words: Kristofer Thomas | Photography:© Tom Mannion (unless otherwise stated)
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hroughout Britain’s Imperial Century – that is, the era between
1815 and 1914 that saw the largest empire ever to grace
the world operating at the peak of its powers – London’s
Bloomsbury established itself as something of a flagship development.
In the hundred years that saw 10-million-square-feet of territory and
400 million people brought into the empire’s fold, lone monuments
would have been of little use to a state in the midst of both rapid
urbanisation and potentially straining population growth. Instead,
the powers that be opted for a more culturally concerned approach
spread across several institutions, establishing within the West
London district’s borders the University of London to educate the
brightest and best; The British Museum, to preserve a vast collection
of colonial artefacts; and the Church of Christ the King to nourish the
soul. In short, Bloomsbury then was to many Britain’s shining beacon
of arts, enlightenment and prestige; host to some of the empire’s most
prized possessions.
At its core is the leafy Russell Square – a deliberately open garden
to offset the capital’s quickly disappearing public space, named for
John Russell, the Duke of Bedford who oversaw much of the project

– whilst at its corner sat Hotel Russell, an opulent, terracotta-clad
structure designed by architect Charles Fitzroy Doll and opened in
1898, intended as a luxurious gathering place for the intelligentsia,
literary-types and affluent power brokers that frequented the area.
As with many of the district’s mainstay buildings, the property
itself is woven through with history. The hotel’s original restaurant
scheme was said to be near identical to that of the Titanic’s dining
room – another of Doll’s spaces – whilst a coat of arms integrated
within the distinctive thé-au-lait façade depicts the world’s nations
as they were in the 19th century. Elsewhere, a series of life-size statues
depicting four British queens – Elizabeth I, Mary I, Mary II and Anne
– by Henry Charles Fehr, an original member of the Royal British
Society of Sculptors, sit above the door, guarding the entrance and
charting the monarchy through time.
Meanwhile, having avoided significant damage and commandeering
by the government’s war office through two great wars, a few lucky
bombs struck the sizable dome that once sat atop the building,
resulting in the flat-topped silhouette we see today. And even beyond
the outskirts of London, the hotel remains culturally significant; the
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Above: The gallery, clad in dark wood with original mosaic tiling underfoot, complements the lobby whilst hinting at the darker elements of the scheme

distinguished Russell Group of British universities having adopted
its name from the venue that held early meetings there.
Though the Bloomsbury of today may not stand as the beacon
it once was – London’s monuments are glass now, and speak of
commerce and capital – Doll’s landmark hotel has survived
regardless, but failed to reach the heady heights of its Empire days.
However, after a period of relative dormancy, the hotel has now
been given a new lease of life that could see it reclaim its cultural
fortune. Beginning a new chapter following two years of extensive
renovations and £200 million in investment, Doll’s creation has been
given a sequel of sorts, one that resembles its predecessor in tone and
spirit, but has been meticulously adapted for a new audience.
Initially purchased and lifted out of stagnancy by Starwood Capital
as Principal London, then sold – along with most of the group’s
portfolio – to French investor Convivio to be operated under the
InterContinental Hotels Group umbrella, specifically the brand’s
luxurious Kimpton subsidiary, it takes the name Kimpton Fitzroy
London in a nod to its storied past, an idea translated into a recurring
visual motif throughout.
On the process of rebranding, David Taylor, Vice President,
Operations UK, IHG, comments: “On completion of the sale of the
hotel by Starwood Capital, we worked with the Kimpton Home
Office and the IHG team to see how we could rebrand The Principal

London to the Kimpton Fitzroy in just three months. The design
team from Kimpton loved the aesthetic created by Tara Bernerd and
Russell Sage, so it was really a case of looking at some touchstones
familiar to Kimpton guests, and overlaying these into this amazing
hotel. Service-wise, the team were already on point and our employee
value proposition quite similar, so all of these things made the job
a lot easier. All of our food and drink outlets remain the same and
anything new will be an uplift to what we set out to create.”
With the renovation process bringing together multiple British
design heavyweights in Tara Bernerd & Partners, EPR Architects,
Russell Sage Studio and Gorgeous Group, the reimagining of the
Bloomsbury institution is as much of an English affair it was at the
turn of the 20th century.
Featuring 334 guestrooms ranging from casual city singles to
39 apartment-style suites, along with the darkly seductive Fitz’s
Bar, the brightly appointed Neptune seafood restaurant, casual
coffeehouse Burr & Co and the leafy, transitional Palm Court, the
project presents a refined selection of modern London character,
staff included, with the hotel bringing in Sean Fennelly from Soho
institution Milk & Honey to oversee the bar and add a touch of
local expertise. Elsewhere, the original ballroom has been updated to
meet modern standards, whilst a series of meeting rooms, decked out
with their original teak flooring, complete the offer. However, where
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the expansive project may comprise multiple
tones and schemes across these spaces, the
reimagining sticks tight to a central theme of
updated legacy throughout.
“It is an iconic building with such a great
past, and our role was very much one of a
custodian,” says Tara Bernerd. “We sought to
breathe new life back into this Grande Dame
by respecting its history whilst also embracing
its new chapter for the modern traveller.”
Working with Gorgeous Group’s conceptual
underpinning, a key foundation for the
refurbishment that lends historic and social
substance to each design choice, Bernerd’s
studio has sought to channel a modern
interpretation of the hotel’s glamorous past.
An open lobby, stretching from Burr &
Co on one side of the property to Fitz’s on
the other, brings together past and present,

The Principal London, Bloomsbury
(Kimpton Fitzroy) in collaboration with
Principal Hotels, Tara Bernerd & Partners
and Russell Sage Studio

Left: With consultaion from Utopia Projects,
bathrooms take the form of white marble
sanctuaries, and feature Victoria & Albert
freestanding baths and fittings by Marflow
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matching a series of bespoke, modernist
lighting pendants with original chandeliers –
restored by Dernier & Hamlyn – and columns
clad in veined, tortoiseshell marble to balance
the scale. Likewise, an imposing Art Decostyle fireplace, designed bespoke by Bernerd
with linear ironwork and circular reliefs, is
pitted against classically styled lounge chairs
in golden velvet for a similar effect. The
welcome experience, meanwhile, is defined
by the aesthetic statements of the restored
staircase – complete with Lucky George, an
identical replication of a bronze dragon bust
that appeared aboard the Titanic and has been
a staple of the hotel since opening – and the
Grade-II listed mosaic floor upon which rests
a retained zodiac design, vivid with layers of
new colour and sheen.
Guests would also do well to look up where
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Above: Fitz’s bar is the hotel’s darkly seductive bar, created with decadence, indulgence and seduction in mind, featuring plush banquettes and a disco ball

possible, with details abound across the Palm Court’s original ceiling
moulds, the ballroom’s decorative arches and a vortex of swirling
fabric above the banquettes of Fitz’s Bar.
“The hotel merges notions of the old Bloomsbury set with the
new revival of the area,” Bernerd adds. “It is a homage to the past
with authentic materials, fabrics, dark wood-panelled walls and stone
floors; but combined with a modern aesthetic in the striking bronze
Crittall doors, statement lighting and mosaic floors.”
The corridors above, lined with a custom carpet design by Brintons
in royal blue and black, see guestrooms occupy both the hotel’s
former suites as well as the space left by a series of removed ancillary,
back-of-house and service spaces on upper floors. Within, the lobby’s
warm palette of beige marble, subdued honey and off-white is refined
by hues of welcoming cream, vanilla and splashes of vibrant gold.
Four poster beds and airy drapes add to the residential vibe, whilst
eggshell-toned fabrics catch the summer breeze through tall windows;
the more expansive suites showcase Bernerd’s keen eye for texture
and accent through bespoke furnishings and lights. White marble
bathrooms feature black iron fixture frames for a stark juxtaposition,
whilst the rounded profile of a freestanding Victoria & Albert bath
at the heart of each suite option creates a smooth cohesion with the
gentle bedroom schemes.
“The project involved 13 planning and listed building applications

and a large investment in the fabric of the building,” explains Tiffany
Neller, Director, EPR Architects. “A number of refurbishments
over the years, along with a certain degree of neglect and the need
for asbestos removal, meant that bringing the building back to a
structurally sound, safe and watertight condition was necessary
before any of the fit-out works could even commence.”
From major tasks such as the reintroduction of the historic Palm
Court within a disused conference space and the repositioning of
the previously inward-facing nature of the building, to smaller, more
subtle changes like closing redundant entrances and opening up the
ground floor to afford more visibility from the street, the approach
functions at once to streamline the building, to create transitional
spaces between the varying schemes, and to bring the structure in
line with today’s guest desires.
“As well as restoring much of the hotel’s history and enabling
guests to appreciate more fully this rare example of late Renaissance
architecture, the flamboyant nature of the original features has
inspired an interior design reflective of the mood of the era,” Neller
adds. “The design throughout draws inspiration from the building’s
history and is sensitive to the historic grandeur, whilst still being
contemporary and bringing a sense of modern luxury suited to the
needs of a high end hotel.”
The firm’s efforts created space for the 39 suites, and unique
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Above: Seafood restaurant Neptune, with its palette of peach and apricot, is a far cry from the spaces adjacent, yet integrated seamlessly.

variations within them for returning guests, as well as a more
defined F&B programme and the emphasised notes of historical
character that carry the project’s historical leanings. Thanks to
close consideration of layout, there are few rooms with unlucky or
obstructed views, most looking out over Bloomsbury Square or, for
guests in the Superior or Corner suites on the upper floors, sections
of the city’s skyline over the trees.
Key throughout the project is the consistency of balance. Bernerd’s
design walks the line between masculine and feminine, rarely tipping
the scale too far in favour of either, whilst EPR’s alterations and
restorations are historically sensitive yet not a simple act of tribute.
Likewise, Russell Sage’s F&B spaces are distinct characters in their
own right – the peach and apricot scheme of Neptune a far cry from
the indulgent shade of Fitz’s – but integrate coherently within a wider
scheme each could initially seem at odds with.
Working with Gorgeous Group, Russell Sage Studio has designed
these spaces as sanctuaries, bursts of colour and materials not present
in the wider scheme, emphasising their differences as opposed to

blending everything together. The deep purple velvet of Fitz’s bar is
juxtaposed sharply against pastels of Neptune with its stately columns
and hanging plants, despite just a few doors of space between them,
whilst Burr & Co could easily be mistaken for a standalone project
with its bright teak panelling, forest green tiling and chalkboards.
That these spaces remain connected is in itself an achievement, and
a testament to the collaborative process that defines this reimagining.
“For me, the project was all about the invisible alchemy,” Bernerd
explains. “Layers and layers of decisions have come together to create
an intangible, unique atmosphere that I hope both guests and locals
will enjoy.”
Like its predecessor, Kimpton Fitzroy London is a reflection of
both the time and city it occupies. Where once stood a hotel decadent
with the sensibilities of an Empirical class now stands one eager to
welcome a broader stratum of guests, and though the preservation
of the façade may suggest that little has changed since the Empire’s
collapse, the transformation of the interiors, and the updating of
its tired spirit in favour of a more relevant identity, says otherwise.

EXPRESS CHECK-OUT: 334 guestrooms | 1 restaurant | 1 bar | Ballroom, 8 meeting rooms | Gym | www.kimptonfitzroylondon.co.uk
Owner: Convivio | Investor: Starwood Capital Group | Operator: IHG | Architecture: EPR Architects | Interior Design: Tara Bernerd & Partners;
Russell Sage Studio | F&B Consultant: Georgeous Group | Art Consultant: Visto | Logistics: Kuehne + Nagel
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